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A Message from the Chair
Welcome to the second issue of Poor 
Richard's Almanack. Much has been done 
since the last one. In August, I represented 
The Millennium Philcon at Aussiecon. 
While much smaller than the Worldcons 
with which most of you may be familiar 
(smaller even than some regional 
conventions), Aussiecon was a great 
experience. I got to meet many fans from 
outside the United States and see how 
others view the Worldcon, both from the 
"inside" and the "outside". (If you were 
there, those little platypus stickers on your 
badge were probably mine! <g>)

It's now less than two years until it will be 
our turn to host the world and show 
everyone what we believe a World Science 
Fiction Convention should be. We pub
lished our vision statement in our last issue, 
and we're working on making that vision a 
reality. There's still lots to do, and the clock 
keeps moving, but we'll be ready.

We still want to hear from you about those 
special things that will make this Worldcon 
the best you've ever attended. Whether it's 
a particular guest or program item, 
information on touring, or food, let us 
know. There's still time to include things 
in future progress reports and on our web 
site. We're doing our best to be "Fan 
Friendly" to each and every fan.

As part of that effort, the initial Dealers 
Room mailing will be sent out soon. If 
you're interested in reserving table space 
and think we might not have your name on 
our mailing list, please be sure to write or 
e-mail us so you can be added to the list.

We'd also like to know how many of you 
would be interested in childcare services 
during the convention. Once we have a 
better idea of the need, we'll be able to 
complete the arrangements and announce 
the hours and costs. If you have already 
purchased a child's membership, we expect 
to provide a credit toward the cost of 
childcare.

Elsewhere in this issue is a notice of the new 
rates effective April 30,2000. Unfortunately, 
it's not possible to fix the membership rates 
for the entire time between the site selection 
and the convention; budgets change, and 
attendance figures are continually being 
revised. However, if you want to attend, 
your best bet is to get your membership as 
early as possible. Rates can only rise further; 
the current price is as low as it will ever be. 
We know that you'll have a great time— 
why wait? This way you can have more 
money to spend in the Art Show or the 
Dealers Room!

Our committee is at work, and the city isn't 
standing still, either. New hotels are being 
built all over downtown. Philadelphia is 
experiencing a boom in arts and 
entertainment. As we come to the end of 
the millennium, Philadelphia is ready to 
move into the future, while still 
maintaining its ties to history.

The committee will be ready; so will the 
city—will you?

Sincerely,
Todd Dashoff
Chair, The Millennium Philcon



Chicon 2000
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Join all of your fannish friends for the science fiction community's annual reunion, the Worldcon! Chicago 
will host the last one of the millennium, and we plan to make it veiy special indeed. Hundreds of panels, 
seminars, readings and discussion groups featuring outstanding authors, artists, editors, scientists and more. 
The galaxy's largest exhibition of science fiction and fantasy art. Rare and exotic SF films and theatrical 
works. Exhibits featuring science, technology, literature and fandom. Unparalleled opportunities to meet 
your favorite science fiction and fantasy personalities. Whether your interests lie with Lovecraft or LeGuin, 
with videotapes or palimpsests, with horrors from the dawn of time or the latest Windows upgrade (or are 
those the same thing?), Chicon 2000 will be informative, intriguing and fun!

(E-mail: chi2000@chicon.org;
Website: www.chicon.org)
Make checks payable to "Chicon 2000" 
Join now. Our rates will never be lower.

Chicon 2000
P. O. Box 642057
Chicago, Illinois 60664

Membership Rates (until July 15, 2000)
Attending Membership $150
Supporting Membership $ 40 
Child Care Membership $150
Children's Membership $ 50

Attending Members have all of the privileges of membership. They can 
take part in all convention activities, receive all of our publications and 
can vote on the Hugo Awards and the site of the 2003 Worldcon.

“Worldcon" and “World Science Fiction Convention” are registered service marks of the World Science Fiction Society, an unincorporated literary society.
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New Membership Rates
Effective April 30,2000, the membership rates 
are increased to the following amounts:

Voter-Conversion

Pre-Support & 20 postcards.....................Free
Delegate, Phil-Anthropist, Benny-Factor.... Free
Phil-Kin..........................................................$50
Pre-Support, Pre-Oppose, Pre-Suppose .... $80
Did not Pre-Support......................................$90

Non-Voter, Attending
Phil-Anthropist, Benny-Factor...................$50
Delegate............................................................ $65
Phil-Kin.......................................................... $105
Pre-Support, Pre-Oppose, Pre-Suppose .. $135 
Did not Pre-Support/New Attending .. $145 
Child bom after 9/1/89 (no child care)..... $50

Supporting

Supporting...................................................$40
Conversion: 
Supporting to Attending..........................$105

Statement of Financial 
Position

The Millennium Philcon 
as of December 31,1999

Income 
Memberships................................................. $186,740.82
Advertising Revenue............................................ 200.00
Sales Revenue.......................................................... 135.00
Pass Along Funds*........................................... 15,000.00
Interest Income....................................................5,191.11
Other Revenue.....................................................4,770.20

Total Revenue............................................... $197,037.13

Expenses
Advertising.........................................................$1,855.57
Bank Charges....................................................... 1,601.24
Office Supplies........................................................217.82
Credit Card Machine Rental................................418.08
Postage.................................................................. 2,343.66
Printing................................................................. 3,264.25
Miscellaneous Expenses....................................1,426.22

Total Expenses.................................................$11,126.84

Surplus............................................................ $185,910.29

* Received December 1999, deposited in January 2000, 
funds NOT reflected in total surplus



About Greg Bear
Poul Andersonby

Once upon a time I remarked that my great
est claim to fame might well prove to be that 
I had fathered Astrid. I'm sure Greg Bear 
agrees—with due credit to her mother Karen, 
of course. Maybe he in turn sometimes won
ders if he will be remembered chiefly for hav
ing fathered Erik and Alexandra—with due 
credit to their mother Astrid, of course. I tell 
you, those kids are almost eerily bright and 
gifted. Moreover, 
they're growing up 
in a home—beauti
fully situated by a 
lake—sure to bring 
out the best in them, 
loving and cheerful 
but also mannerly, 
crammed with every 
kind of book but also 
with the latest elec
tronic supergear, 
welcoming friends 
whose occupations 
range from sea cap
tain to world-famous 
scientist and doubt
less even wider. (In
deed, they include a 
few disreputables 
who do things like 
writing science fic
tion.)

Okay, okay, this is shamelessly nepotistic. But 
it's perfectly true. Any number of indepen
dent observers will corroborate me. Am I not 
expected to feel proud and happy?

If you know Greg Bear only through his 
books, you still know quite a lot. I meant to 
discuss them, but that would require a book 
of its own. They aren't just numerous, con
sidering that he hasn't been at it so very many 
years; they aren't just excellent; they're too 

blooming various. Picking a few out at ran
dom, we find their motifs ranging from the 
highly original fantasy of The Infinity Concerto 
to the brilliant, closely reasoned and 
researched scientific speculations of Blood 
Music and Darwin's Radio; from a poignant 
and poetic hymn to our living Earth in The 
Forge of God to the Stapledonian cosmic 
sweep of Eon and Eternity ; from the grim, 

tautly suspenseful 
Queen of Angels to 
lighthearted Dino
saur Summer —it 
goes on and on, 
never twice the 
same, and any list 
would be incomplete 
by the time this squib 
sees print. Wait a 
minute, though. Cer
tain things are guar
anteed to be in any 
Bear story, such as 
clear, clean, vivid 
writing, characters 
who come alive for 
us and whom we 
come to care about, 
solid construction, 
unflagging narrative 
pace, firework 

sparks of thought struck off along the way— 
this too goes on and on. Greg's works speak 
for themselves, better than any outsider pos
sibly could.

Let me therefore simply tell you a little about 
the man himself.

A Navy brat, he saw some odd corners of the 
world as a child. Majoring in English, he took, 
and still takes, an active interest in everything 
else as well. He's a talented artist, who first 
entered the science fiction field as an
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illustrator and thought of making that his 
career, but then went into writing. Neverthe
less, he rides herd on cover art for his own 
books, and he did at least one cover painting 
himself. He's also been involved with the 
movies and TV, and as of now has some irons 
in that particular fire. He's shrewd and ener
getic about the business side of his profes
sion and works as hard at it as anybody this 
side of the late Isaac Asimov.

He has a well-developed conscience and 
sense of duty. Among other public services, 
he put in two difficult years as president of 
the Science Fiction Writers of America, get
ting several very worthwhile things 

accomplished, and he took a strong part in 
the Citizens' Committee on National Space 
Policy, which actually influenced the course 
of events for the better.

Lest all this make him seem too formidable, I 
hasten to add that he's one of the most ge
nial, generous, and all-round likeable people 
you'll ever meet. His conversation is fluent 
and fascinating, yet full of wit and good hu
mor. He has firm convictions, but is always 
tolerant and ready to listen to the other side. 
We've had grand times together, he and I, 
Astrid and Karen, and look forward to more. 
I hope you get a chance to do likewise.



Two Views of Stephen Youll: 
Our Steve

by Bob Eggleton
It is my honor and pleasure to write a little 
something about Stephen Youll. We have a 
lot in common, oddly enough. We're both 
artists. We're good friends. And we're both 
the next two AGoHs at Worldcon 2000 and 
2001, respectively. Boskone's Official Artist (or 
Artist GoH) this year is Stephen Youll. Steve 
is one of three sets of identical twins, and at 
first glance to see Steve and brother Paul 
together, you might think you are seeing 
double. Steve and Paul both went to art school 
together, worked as reconstruction artists 
at Durham Cathedral (a 1000-year-old 
cathedral!), and even got their start painting 
together in the field of SF and Fantasy. Then 
something happened: Steve fell deeply in love 
with and married one Jamie Warren (then and 
still art director of Bantam Spectra books), and 
made an adventuresome move to America. 
And once here, his art had already made such 
an impression on publishers that they were 
lining up to use him! One of his first jobs, after 
having set up a studio in NYC's Greenwich 
Village, was to do the cover art for the Bantam 
reissues of Isaac Asimov's classic Foundation, 
Empire and Robot series of books. What was 
really cool was the fact that Asimov himself 
had examined several artists' portfolios and 
selected Steve to be the artist to create the 
covers. And several of these books he had to 
finish in record time (five were due in one 
month!). He continued on to do covers for 
almost everyone in SF, working for almost 
every SF publisher in the biz. Steve even was 
chosen by Lucasfilm to do the covers to the 
Star Wars/Bounty Hunters anthologies.

Steve is a consummate perfectionist. To create 
the right cover illustration, he'll read the book 
(if there is a book written yet, which, I am 
sorry to say, is less the case for more and more 

artists today) and talk ideas over with the art 
director and do several sketches. Then comes 
working often-long hours with models, 
dressing them in all manner of garb to get 
the right feel and look. Then, he'll use photos 
and lots of imagination, masonite, and oil 
paint to do the final artwork, often working 
into the wee, bleary-eyed hours of the 
morning the day something is due. Like I said, 
he is a perfectionist. The results are often 
works of stunning clarity and arresting color.

Steve is also a huge fan of the genre of science 
fiction and fantasy. He likes books, especially 
all the Tolkien books, which he is known to 
have on tape and plays while working. He 
also likes movies. Often he and I yak on the 
phone while working, either praising, 
criticizing or denigrating the latest SF film to 
come out of Hollywood. (By the way, much 
to the chagrin of many, we both loved 
Armageddon.)

If you are wondering about Steve's accent, it's 
more than "British," he's a Geordie, from the 
north part of England; Durham, to be exact. 
Steve's home is a town called Wheatley Hill, 
which I found on a map once, and it rather 
stunned him because he'd never seen it on 
many maps. It is a land of rolling hills and 
medieval charm and scenery.

But from there our Steve has come far. And 
here he is at Boskone, his first AGoH at any 
convention. His second invite—and this was 
a biggie—was to be the AGoH at The 
Millennium Philcon/Worldcon 2001 (he 
already calls it "2001: A Steve Odyssey"). So 
we have a lot of Steve to look forward to. And 
look forward, we shall.
‘Originally printed in the Boskone Program Book, reprinted with 
permission.
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Stephen Youll
(by himself)

Stephen Youll was born in Hartlepool, 
England, in 1965. At a very early age he 
decided to become a Science Fiction and 
Fantasy artist. Stephen graduated from 
Durham New College of Art and Design, and 
then furthered his art education at 
Sunderland University. To help pay for much- 
needed art materials, Steve would enter and 
win art contests. He also was taking on 
professional advertising work in the evenings 
and on weekends while working on his 
degree. Two of these early freelance 
assignments were for a Texas firm who 
wanted illustrations for a satellite 

communications promotion, and the 
Sunderland Port Authority, who needed an 
entire campaign to promote their facilities to 
new overseas investors. Both very ambitious 
projects for a young student.

After graduating at the top of his class, he 
worked as a historical reconstruction artist at 
Durham Cathedral, one of the oldest 
cathedrals in England. Many of his art works 
are now on exhibit at churches and cathedrals 
across Great Britain, with most of these 
assignments being portraits of important 

Continued on page 12
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Two Views of Stephen Youll
continued...

people in the church throughout British 
history. One of Steve's most ambitious 
drawings was an aerial view of a cutaway of 
Durham Cathedral, which had to be done 
using ancient texts and sketches. It took one 
entire year to complete the drawing, which 
is on exhibit at Durham Cathedral.

During this time at the Cathedral, Steve was 
working on painting samples in preparation 
for entering the Science Fiction and Fantasy 
book field. He hung this new work for the 
first time in the art show at the World Science 
Fiction Convention in 1987 at Brighton, 
England. There he was discovered and hired 
by several major American publishing 
companies. Very soon after this, Steve was so 
overwhelmed by book cover assignments that 
he gave up his job at the Cathedral and went 
full-time freelance as a Science Fiction and 
Fantasy artist. For the next two years, Steve 
and his identical twin brother, Paul, who is 
also an artist, found themselves frequently 
working together as a team on the same piece 
of art, sometimes sharing the painting at 
different times of the day, or more often 
painting side by side.

This artistic partnership ended in December 
1989 when Steve married and relocated to the 
United States.

Stephen Youll's art can be found on many 
hardback and paperback book covers. The 
many companies he has worked for include 
Bantam Books, Warner Books, Avon Books, 

Ballantine Books, Penguin Books, DC Comics, 
and the IBM Corporation. He has illustrated 
covers for many famous authors, including 
Arthur C. Clarke, C. J. Cherryh, Robert 
Silverberg, Margaret Weis and Tracy 
Hickman, Ben Bova, Kevin J. Anderson, Ian 
McDonald, Harry Turtledove, Michael 
Stackpole, David Feintuch and many others, 
but notably Isaac Asimov. Steve was 
commissioned to repackage the entire 
Foundation series, the Robot series and the 
Empire novels. Most recently he was able to 
realize a childhood fantasy and work on six 
Star Wars books for Lucasfilm.

Stephen Youll has also shown and exhibited 
his work throughout the United States and 
England. He has been awarded many ribbons 
at conventions, which included Best Artist 
and Best in Show. He has been nominated 
many times by the Association of Science 
Fiction and Fantasy Artists for Best Paperback 
and Best Hardcover. Steve has also had 
certificates of merit and been exhibited by the 
Society of Illustrators. He has also exhibited 
his art at the Illustration House in New York 
City. In 1996 he was presented with a gold 
award by the Magazine and Book Sellers 
News Stand cover competition for most 
outstanding cover of the year. His work may 
be found in all the "Spectrum" books and in 
"Infinite Worlds, The Fantastic Visions of 
Science Fiction Art."

Stephen Youll currently lives in New Jersey 
with his wife and cat.
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THE NEWSPAPER OF THE SCIENCE FICTION FIELD

Read Locus and discover the past, 
the present and the future of 

science fiction, fantasy, and horror!
In Locus you’ll find:

• What books to read and why. (See Locus Looks at Books'}
• Who's writing books (See Interviews') ... who's selling and publishing them (See People d? 

Publishing)... and who's doing anything and everything in the SF, Fantasy, and Horror publishing 
fields. (See Main Stories and The Data File)

• When books will appear (See our quarterly Forthcoming Books^eature)... and when books are on 
the shelves, in the US, the UK, and Internationally (See Books Received, British Books, and 
International Books and Magazines Received)

• Where you can meet your favorite author or find out about the conventions they've at
tended or are planning to attend. (See Convention Listings and Convention Reports)

• And much more, including Commentary, Locus Looks At Art Books, etc.

Find out for yourself why Locus has won the Hugo 21 Times.
Also see our web site at www.Locusmag.com

Still Available: Scenes from Aussiecon

Read about last year's Worldcon in the October and November 1999 issues of Locus: 
Hugo Awards Winners and voting breakdown • Report on the Hugo Awards Ceremony 
with dozens of photos • Masquerade Winners with photos in color! • Art Show Win
ners • Many reports on the Convention • Over 100 Aussiecon photos!

Featuring interviews with Maureen F. McHugh, 
Katie Waitman, A Catherine Asaro!

$12.00 postpaid for both Aussiecon Worldcon issues!
Or, order a one-year subscription, and choose one Aussiecon Worldcon issue for free! 

(You can have the second one for $5.) 
Order a two-year subscription and get both free!

http://www.Locusmag.com


"I doubt that this field would have the coherence 
and sense of community it does without the 
steady, informed presence of LOCUS."

Gregory Benford

"No one who is serious about any aspect of 
science fiction publishing can afford to be with
out LOCUS. " Ben Bova

“LOCUS is where I look first for shop talk - it is 
the real trade paper of science fiction. There have 
been times when I first heard through LOCUS 
(not my agent) that a new book of mine is on the 
stands."

Marion Zimmer Bradley

"One of the great services of LOCUS is to boost 
the general ‘street smarts' of new writers and 
other professionals.” David Brin

"Without a doubt, the single most valuable peri
odical within the SF community; a labor of devo
tion, a bulletin board, a monument."

Algis Budrys

“I've seen LOCUS go from a little newsletter with 
typewriter type to the handsome and 
indispensible publication it is today. In some 
ways, LOCUS's progress mirrors that of the field 
it had been covering for the past two and a half 
decades." Pat Cadigan

"LOCUS manages to be broad and deep at the 
same time. I appreciate the continuous contact 
with worldwide science fiction, the many view
points in the reviews, the lively and intelligent 
writing." Orson Scott Card

"LOCUS is still the only magazine I read from 
coverto cover. It is also the only magazine which 
makes me drop everything when it arrives..."

Arthur C. Clarke

"LOCUS has always been the thing you needed 
if you wanted to know what was going on in 
science fiction." Hal Clement

"Anyone who wants to know what has happened 
in modern SF over the last decades must turn to
LOCUS, however critically, to find out."

Samuel R. Delany

"LOCUS has beenthe market-report source, back- 
fence gossip, obituary and accolade register of 
the science fiction world. It is the Delphic yenta of 
SF-dom, and an awesome testament to the high 
reportorial skills of Charlie Brown. It is a limitless 
source of what's-going-on for everyone in the 
genre." Harlan Ellison

“For 25 years LOCUS has kept me up to date with 
the social side of SF, and since my first sale in 
1969 it has been my primary writing resource — 
even more importantthanPubZ/shers Weekly,the 
LOCUS of the rest of the publishing world."

Joe Haldeman

"I recommend itto anyone needing a broad, ac
curate, non-partisan view of the SF scene.”

Michael Moorcock

“Anyone whose interest in SF goes beyond read
ing it to wanting to read about it should be aware 
of LOCUS.” The New York Times

"It has been my pleasure to have been able to 
watch the growth of LOCUS almost from the first 
issue. Its place not only at the present time but 
in the history of the SF and fantasy field itself is 
firmly assured. Now it rivals - for our genre - 
Publishers Weekly and certainly holds the same 
importance for many. To have between one set 
of covers such a rich collection of information 
on not only books but also personalities is a privi
lege for the reader." Andre Norton

Locus Subscriptions

“Charlie Brown has been a close friend of minefor 
nearly 20 years, so anything I might say is suspect 
- but LOCUS is the most important publication in 
science fiction today." Frederik Pohl

“It's essential reading in this house, and the clos
est thing we have to an international SF 
newszine.” Terry Pratchett 

“As the Wall Street Journal is to big business, as 
Variety is to show business, so LOCUS is to the 
science fiction business." Mike Resnick

“I've come to appreciate it not only as an invalu
able source, but as an old reliable friend, the sort 
who drops by regularly to bring me welcome 
news of what my other friends are up to via your 
marvelous interviews and People & Publishing 
reports." Lucius Shepard

"LOCUS is indispensable." Robert Silverberg

"Ithink it's the most pertinent magazine I get, and 
I'm very grateful that I subscribed." Peter Straub

"LOCUS is now an intrinsic part of everything 
that science fiction is and does, a primary re
source for innumerable enterprises, and a con
tinuing source of information and entertainment."

Michael Swanwick

"...the science fiction trade magazine..."
The Wall Street Journal

"LOCUS is consistent. Always accurate, fair, and 
full, it offers all the news there is about science 
fiction, the people who write it and sell it and buy 
it and print it and read it, all around the world."

Jack Williamson

“I told my students...You have to subscribe to 
LOCUS'.” Connie Willis

VISA

__ Enclosed
__ Enclosed
__ Enclosed
__ Enclosed

is $for a one-year, 12-issue, subscription; please send me one free Aussiecon issue.
is $5; please include the second Aussiecon Worldcon issue with my subscription.
is $for a two-year, 24-issue, subscription; send both Aussiecon issues for free.
is $12.00 for both Aussiecon Worldcon issues via First Class mail.

All subscriptions are payable in US funds. Canadians, please use bank or postal money orders, not personal checks. Make checks 
payable to: Locus Publications, PO Box 13305, Oakland CA 94661, USA. For credit card orders, call 510-339-9198, fax 510- 
339-8144, email Locus@Locusmag.com, or use the form on our web site at www.Locusmag.com

Name________________________________________________________

Address______________________________________________________

Co u ntry _____________________________________________________

Credit Card Type: Exp. Date:

Credit Card Number:___________________________________________

Phone: ______________________________________________________

Cardholder’s Signature_________________________________________

[ ] New
USA

_$27.00 for 6 issues (Bulk Mail)
_ $46.00 for 12 issues (Bulk Mail) 
_ $85.00 for 24 issues (Bulk Mail) 
_ $56.00 for 12 issues (1 st class) 
_ $100.00 for 24 issues (1 st class)

EUROPE & SOUTH AMERICA
_ $30.00 for 6 issues (Sea Mail)
_ $50.00 for 12 issues (Sea Mail) 
_$95.00 for 24 issues (Sea Mail)
_ $75.00 for 12 issues (Air Mail)
_ $125.00 for 24 issues (Air Mail)

] Renewal
CANADA

_ $30.00 for 6 issues (Bulk Mail) 
_ $50.00 for 12 issues (Bulk Mail) 
_ $95.00 for 24 issues (Bulk Mail) 
_ $58.00 for 12 issues (1 st class) 
_ $105.00 for 24 issues (1 st class)

AUSTRALIA, ASIA & AFRICA
_ $30.00 for 6 issues (Sea Mail)
_ $50.00 for 12 issues (Sea Mail) 
_ $95.00 for 24 issues (Sea Mail)
_ $85.00 for 12 issues (Air Mail)
_ $140.00 for 24 issues (Air Mail)

mailto:Locus@Locusmag.com
http://www.Locusmag.com


Gardner Dozois: Laughing at the Edge of the Abyss
by Michael Swanwick

Imagine a roomful of writers, all standing 
aghast with horror. Their worst fears have 
been confirmed. They have just gotten a 
glimpse into the Abyss. That's how my story 
ends. And here's how it begins:

It begins with Gardner Dozois craftily plac
ing a cardboard box of rejected manuscripts— 
ones whose authors had stipulated did not 
need to be re
turned to them— 
beside his fire
place. This is in 
his new Spruce 
Street digs, 
which he and Su
san Casper, his 
wife, moved into 
not long after he 
became editor of 
Asimov's. It is his 
final preparation 
for their first 
New Year's Eve 
party there.

Gardner and 
Susan's New 
Year's Eve par
ties are vivid, 
noisy, and well- 
populated. Pic
ture forty to fifty people crammed into a space 
that will comfortably hold a third that many, 
all toting those shallow plastic glasses that 
launch a flat sheet of champagne into the air 
whenever somebody jostles your elbow. Got 
that? The room is crowded.

So Gardner waits until the party is in full 
swing and then, standing by the fireplace, 
shouts to his wife, "Susan! The fire is dying 
down!"

Susan, who has carefully positioned herself 
at the far corner of the room, as distant from 
him as it's possible to be, shouts back over 
the throng, "We//, what do you expect me to do 
about it?"

By this time everybody in the room is listen
ing. We can't help it. "Don't you think some
body should put something on the fire?"

Their timing is 
perfect. It's like 
two vaudevil- 
lians swapping 
banter. Nobody 
looks away. "So 
put something on 
the fire!" Susan 
tells him.

"Okay!"

And, with 
everybody's eyes 
on him, Gardner 
scoops up a 
handful of manu
scripts from the 
box and tosses 
them on the fire.

That's the
Gardner Dozois that is most cherished by 
those who know him only casually or by re
pute. But the raconteur-prankster-storyteller 
that so many anecdotes are told about is only 
one aspect of the man, and possibly the least 
important one. The Millennium Philcon has 
chosen to honor him as their Editor Guest of
Honor, and I'm here to tell you that Gardner 
is one hell of a serious editor.

Who would know better? When I was young 
and unpublished, Gardner would go over my
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manuscripts and with unerring eye locate 
their flaws and suggest how they might be 
made to work. He was always—always!— 
right. One time, on a whim almost, he took 
the opening chapter of a novel I had gone bust 
on, removed the first and last pages, added 
opening and closing sections involving a 
completely different plot than the one I had 
envisioned, and created a workable and en
tertaining story from it. ("Snow Job" can be 
found in Gardner's collection of collaborative 
fictions, Slow Dancing Through Time. Check it 
out.) I owe him a lot. I would've become a 
writer eventually, without Gardner's help. 
But he cut years from the process.

Gardner is the best story doctor in the busi
ness. When Jack Dann was writing The Man 
Who Melted, he'd periodically bring chunks 
of the work-in-progress to Philadelphia, 
where Gardner would show him how, with a 
change of character here and a twist of plot 
there, they could be turned into short fictions 
telling entirely different stories from those of 
the novel. Something like four-fifths of The 
Man Who Melted thus saw publication in two 
different forms, and a couple of the short 
works made it onto the Nebula ballot. This 
has to be unique; I can't think of anyone else 
who's done anything remotely similar.

For all Gardner's advice, though, the stories 
Jack adapted from his novel remained dis
tinctly his own—and that's a second reason 
why Gardner is such a great editor. He 
doesn't impose his own style on his writers. 
Gardner's tastes are remarkably catholic, 
from space adventure to high literature, and 
he judges each work on its own terms. He 
has a fine sense for what a story wants to be.

A third reason for Gardner's success is that 
he busts his hump to get the best stories he 
can for his magazine. He cultivates new writ
ers. He watches the workshops. He lives in 
constant fear that somebody's going to write 
an important story and send it to somebody 
else's magazine. There are many discouraged 

neos, toiling in poverty and obscurity, un
aware that Gardner's benevolent eye is on 
them, waiting and watching for that magic 
instant when they find their voices and he can 
buy their work.

Finally, and most importantly, Gardner cares 
deeply about the stories he buys and the 
people who write them. How do I know? 
Well...

Let's go back to Gardner's first weeks as edi
tor of Asimov's. I've dropped by his old 
Quince Street apartment and he and Susan 
and I are on our way to a cheap local diner 
for supper. On his way out, Gardner has 
picked up an armful of neat brown envelopes. 
We're walking down the street, chatting, 
when Gardner spots a mailbox and says, 
"Hold on a sec, I've got to mail these."

"Are those rejected stories?" I ask him respect
fully, and, when he replies in the affirmative, 
"Would you permit me to put them in the 
box?"

"Um... I guess so," Gardner says, puzzled.

I lovingly cradle the heap in the crook of my 
elbow, open the mail slot and look down at 
the top envelope. It is addressed to someone 
whose first name is James. "James," I say. 
"Can I call you Jim? Jim... you don't have 
what it takes to sell to Asimov's. Down to Hell 
you go!"

Laughing dementedly, I send the envelopes 
flying back to their senders, hopeful young 
writers all, each one accompanied by its own 
load of scorn and denigration. "You couldn't 
write a laundry list! You deserve to die! We're 
hiring a hit man to keep you from sending us 
any more of this crap!"

Gardner—who is, after all, a writer as well as 
an editor—stands aghast with horror. His 
worst fears have been realized. He stares into 
the Abyss.



About George H. Scithers: Four Hugos, His 
Innate Wickedness, Woof, and All That 

by Darrell Schweitzer

Let me get some of the preliminaries out of 
the way first. George Scithers is Millennium 
Philcon's Fan Guest of Honor, but, for all that 
Fandom may well be a Way of Life 
(FMWBAWOL, pronounced "Fim-wa-ba- 
wol," and condemned by the orthodox as lib
eral revisionist waffling from the traditional
FIAWOL), or maybe 
not, it does set the 
scene at least to men
tion that George was 
born in 1929, is a 
graduate of West Point 
and Stanford, and is 
trained as an electrical 
engineer. At various 
points in his mundane 
life he had much to do 
with keeping commu
nications working in 
Korea and commuter 
trains running in 
Philadelphia.

His professional sci
ence fiction career has 
been distinguished. 
He was the founding 
editor of Isaac Asimov's
Science Fiction Maga
zine, for which he won the Hugo twice, in 1979 
and 1981. He began or gave a substantial 
boost to the careers of such writers as John 
M. Ford, Somtow Sucharitkul (a.k.a. S.P. 
Somtow), and Barry Longyear, publishing the 
latter's celebrated, Hugo-and-Nebula-win- 
ning and filmed "Enemy Mine" in the Sep
tember 1979 issue. As editor of Amazing, 1982- 
1986, he gave that magazine a much-needed 
boost. He has been co-editor (or sometimes 
publisher) of Weird Tales since 1988. This ex
perience with various magazines has enabled

him to carry on some charming traditions. For 
example, the last story he bought for Asimov's 
was by Gene Wolfe. The first story he bought 
for Amazing was by Gene Wolfe. The first 
story he bought for Weird Tales was by Gene 
Wolfe. As George has often confessed a se
cret desire to edit Planet Stories one day,

should that day ever 
arrive, I am sure he 
will try very hard to in
duce Gene Wolfe to 
write a Planet story.

He was also a great 
patron of the late, great 
Avram Davidson, pub
lishing him exten
sively in all three 
magazines. And as 
editor / publisher 
of Owlswick Press, 
George published (and 
designed, beautifully) 
the last two of David
son's books published 
in his lifetime, The 
Adventures of Dr. 
Eszterhazy and Adven
tures in Unhistory.

Indeed, as a specialty publisher, he has 
produced a long series of handsome books, 
ranging from illustrated editions of Sprague 
de Camp and Lord Dunsany to an alleged 
facsimile of the original manuscript of Al Azif 
more commonly known as The Necronomicon.

As a writer he has published but a few stories, 
but has managed to sell to some of the greatest 
editors in the history of science fiction, 
including John W. Campbell, Jr.; Ben Bova; 
and Frederik Pohl.
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But never mind all that—or, put it aside for a 
moment.

Let us consider George Scithers as a fan. He 
has been active in fandom since the '50s. 
George is one of the earliest members of the 
Hyborian Legion, an association devoted to 
the perpetuation and admiration of Robert E. 
Howard, Conan, and all things swordly and 
sorcerous. But for a single sheet announcing 
the formation of the Legion, George was the 
publisher of all issues (from Vol II, No. 1 to 
Vol II, No. 71, 1959-1982) of the Legion's 
journal Amra, for which he won two Best 
Fanzine Hugos (1964,1967).

Amra was, for the time, a truly incredible 
publication. Long before the days of desktop 
publishing, in an era of mimeograph, ditto, 
and manual typewriters, Amra was neatly 
printed by offset lithography, with beautiful, 
often very subtle reproductions of the 
artwork of the great illustrator Roy G. 
Krenkel. The written content was impressive 
too, the contributors including Foul 
Anderson, Jerry Pournelle, Fritz Leiber, L. 
Sprague de Camp, Leigh Brackett, Marion 
Zimmer Bradley, and several times (albeit 
posthumously) Robert E. Howard himself. 
Several books have been compiled out of 
Amra material, the best of them being the 
three from Jack Chalker's Mirage Press, The 
Conan Reader, The Conan Swordbook, and The 
Conan Grimoire, which also reproduce much 
of Amra's sumptuous artwork.

But that's not all. George was once a worldcon 
chairman and has lived to tell about it, having 
run Discon I in 1963, having made several 
basic innovations in worldcon procedures 
which are still with us today. The Masquerade 

as we know it is a Scithers invention. Before 
that, there was a costume party; but the 
formal event, in which contestants parade 
across a stage in front of judges, was a Scithers 
invention.

You must ask George the story of how he 
called the event to order with a pre-arranged 
swordfight. (Those were simpler times, before 
weapons policies.) George has a lot of stories 
like that, which display a whimsical side. He 
is also a great patron of the art of the Limerick, 
for example, and of the Feghoot (those short
short stories that end in awful puns, as 
pioneered by the late Reginald Bretnor in his 
Ferdinand Feghoot series, the very last of 
which appeared in Weird Tales). He is also 
someone who picks up a ringing phone and 
answers, "Telephone," and, for reasons even 
his closest associates don't fully understand, 
will hang up with "Woof." He occasionally 
uses such quaint and curious phrases as, "in 
spite of your innate wickedness."

So, in short, George is someone who has been 
just about everywhere and done everything 
in fandom. As a member of, variously, WFSA, 
LASFS, PSFS and The Elves' Gnomes' and 
Little Men's Science Fiction, Chowder & 
Marching Society, he has shown himself to 
be a master parliamentarian.

But how is his true fannish nature most 
clearly evident?

It's very simple. Getting back to the subject 
of telephones for a moment, I need only point 
out that George's current number spells ASK 
GHOD.

With an "H."

What more can you ask?



Who is this Esther Friesner Person, Anyway?
by Harry Turtledove

What can I say about Esther Friesner? Rather 
more to the point, what can I say about Esther 
Friesner that won't violate the laws for libel 
that this country, in its lack of wisdom, has 
seen fit to enact?

Just the facts, then. (The truth is always a 
defense. It won't 
always help, but it's 
always a defense.) 
First off, she's a 
damn fine writer.
You don't need to 
take my word for 
it—as if you would 
anyway. We know 
about people like 
you. For chrissake, 
you're at a con. If 
that doesn't make 
you a suspicious 
character, what the 
devil would?

Esther? Oh yeah, 
back to Esther. She's 
got Nebulas she can 
use for bookends. (I 
don't know if she 
does use them for 
bookends, but she 
can—she's got two 
of 'em. The reason I 
don't know whether she does is that she has 
the misfortune to live on the East Coast while 
I'm lucky enough to live on the West Coast 
[you can flipflop those if you're so inclined, 
and you would be, wouldn't you?], so I don't 
get to see her as often as I'd like.) She's a 
multiple Hugo finalist. She can be funny. She 
can be serious. She can be both at once, which 
is harder than being one without the other. 
Her writing speaks for itself. ("So what are 

you going on and on about it for?" I hear you 
say—you're like that. I'll show you, I will. I'll 
talk about something else.)

As near as I can tell, she's a saint. As near 
as I can tell, she's gonna punt me for saying 
that. It's true, though. I can prove it. She's had 

two teenagers at the 
same time, and she's 
stayed sane. Hey, 
I've got two teen
agers right now, and 
look what it's done 
to, er, for me. (Her 
son Michael is twen
ty now, so one prin
cipal stress source 
has eased... a bit.) 
Esther has equanim
ity. I've got... But 
you don't want to 
hear about me. I was 
at Rivercon last year, 
and you heard more 
than you ever want
ed to about me then. 
And what I heard 
about you—but you 
don't want to hear 
about that, either.

And as for her 
daughter Annie— 

hey, straight A's are enough to make any 
parent suspicious: what's the kid really up 
to? I also note that Annie's just sold her first 
story, in collaboration with Esther. If that's not 
corrupting the youth of America, I don't 
know what is.

Oh, yes, about this hamster thing. Esther has 
personally assured me that the rumors that 
she learned cheeblemancy (Cheeble! being the
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cry of the enraged bull hamster) from the 
Necronomicon of Abdul Alhazred (or from any 
other Necronomicon, for that matter) are much 
exaggerated, and that it's highly unlikely that 
Cthulhu or Yog-Sothoth or any of the other 
Elder Ones (those that haven't gone to Florida 
or Arizona yet) will Come Forth and seize 
control of the universe during her 
demonstration of this arcane mystic 
technique. Of course I believe her. Of course. 
But still, you might want to go and see for 
yourself, just in case she had her tentacles— 
fingers, I meant to write fingers—crossed.

Down, Nyarlathotep, down!

I discover that in my mad quest to mention 
and defame Esther's whole family, I have yet 
to get to her estimable husband, Walter (AKA 
W.J.). Actually, I don't have to estimate. 
There's precisely one of him. He comes from 
Los Angeles. Need I say more? He knows 

ungodly lots of things about computers. I 
frequently take the name of the Lord in vain 
when dealing with computers, which strikes 
me, if no one else, as close enough. (And when 
you're dealing with computers, invoking the 
name of the Lord is pretty generally in vain.) 
Esther and he are coming up on their silver 
anniversary, which, looking at the two of 
them, strikes me as pretty solid proof that the 
child marriage laws aren't so strictly enforced 
as they ought to be.

So. I've been parenthetical long enough (I 
suppose). You don't need me to answer the 
question, "Who is this Esther Friesner person, 
anyway?" Especially since I'm not even there, 
and you are, and she is. You can march right 
up to her and ask, "Who is this Esther Friesner 
person, anyway?"

I think you'll enjoy the answer.
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— Membership List (as of 1/20/2000)

Membership List Updates
221 A Ahsh, EL.
234 A Alm, Marilyn L.
235 A Alm, Jr., Harry L.
245 A Anderson, David-Glenn
270 A Aspler, Joseph
275 A Attiya, Yoel
339 A Beasley, Sally
340 A Beatini, Michael
352 A Bell, Sheri
2726 A Best, Moni
395 A Blackwell, Donald Paul
396 A Blair, Robert
438 A Boykin, Jacky
466 A Brill, David
2751 A Brink, Anne
2752 A Brink, Christopher
2750 A Brink, Paul
473 A Brondos, Sharon
485 A Brown, Jordan
482 A Brown, Douglas
481 A Brown, Giarles N.
494 A Buchanan, Ginjer
495 A Buck, Dora
496 A Buck, Heather
523 A Caimes, John
544 A Carper, Steve
578 A Cherryh, C.J.
581 A Chilson, Rob
604 A Clink, Carolyn
2767 A Correll, Walter
675 A Cyrus, Raymond C.
7777. A Davis, Darryl
704 A Dazzo, Genevieve
709 A DeCandido, Keith
710 A DeCesare, Giulia
723 A Deneroff, Linda
2757 A DiModica, Gene
2736 A Dcxilittle, Michael
804 A Dziadosz, Christine
825 A Ensling, Jean
839 A Evans, Andrea
840 A Evans, David
842 A Everling, Michael
844 A Fancher, Jane
856 A Fawcett, Bill
2734 A Feldman, Michael
868 A Ferrari, Mark
875 A Finkel, Andy
884 A Fisher, Mike
931 A Frants, Marina
942 A Freitag, Lisa C.
2769 A Gates, Rob
2735 A Gerber, Robert
2771 A Grace, Eleanor Carroll
1040 A Griesel, Aim
1057 A Grube, Cheryl
1066 A Haggerty, Paul
1068 A Hailman, Karl
1078 A Hammill, Donald
1144 A Heston, Keith
1145 A Heston, Kimberly A.
2740 A Hoch, Arondell
2741 A Hoch, Rhea
1187 A Honeck, Butch
1189 A Hooper, Edward
1192 A Hopkins, Harry
1193 A Hopkins, Mariane
2753 A Hottenrott, Peter
1235 A Jackowski, Ann Marie

1236 A Jackowski, Walter 
1249 A Jefferson, Alan 
1250 A Jefferson, Nancy 
1260 A Jensen, Rebekah 
1266 A Johnson, Erma 
2737 A Johnson, Jennifer 
1271 A Johnson, William C.
1284 A Judd, Struan
1288 A Kabakjian, Carol
1289 A Kabakjian, Richard
1298 A Kalisz, Frank 
1299 A Kalisz, Millie 
1321 A Keaton, William J.
2733 A Kennedy, Marli 
2756 A Kennedy, Marli 
1336 A Ketter, Greg 
1337 A Kiefer, Hope 
1366 A Knapp, Peter 
1372 A Koch, Irvin M.
1390 A Kral, Douglas 
1437 A Lang, David T.
1438 A Lang, Thresa B.
1452 A Latzko,Alex
1456 A Lay, Toni
1459 A Lazar, Judy
1472 A Lefton, Gabriel
1473 A Lefton, Jacob
1475 A Lefton, Talia
1514 A Lockhart, Kelly
1975 A Locus Publications 
1542 A Luckett, Dave 
1551 A Lyau, Bradford 
1561 A Lyn-Waitsman, Barry 
1562 A Lyn-Waitsman, Marcy 
2762 A Madara, David 
1592 A Mami, Carl 
1593 A Mami, Elaine 
1599 A Manning, Jim 
1600 A Manning, Kirsten L.
1601 A Manning, Sandra 
1602 A Manning, Sarah 
1618 A Martino, Joseph P.
1620 A Mason, Michael 
2724 A Maughan, Graham 
1633 A Maulucci, Mary K.
1642 A McCall, Steanne
1662 A McGuire, Patrick
1678 A Mead, Sean
1709 A Miller, Craig 
1716 A Mintz, Max 
2742 A Mix, Marilyn 
1757 A Moursund, Beth 
1779 A Nelson, George 
1793 A Nicholas, Beverly 
2725 A Nicklas, Donald 
1808 A Nye, Jody Lyn 
1828 A Olson, Erik V.
1862 A Panon, Paul Andre 
1880 A Pasechnick, Steve 
1894 A Peel, Susan 
1909 A Perez,Jr., Carlos 
2747 A Perkins, Jonathan 
2746 A Perkins, Lynn 
2768 A Person, Lawrence 
1917 A Peterson, David S.
1921 A Peterson, Juditli S.
1927 A Pettis, Roy 
2723 A Poteet, Mike 
1962 A Powers, Tom P.

1964 A Pratchett, Terry
2730 A Reston, James
2020 A Richards, Andy
2031 A Riley, Jacqueline B.
2749 A Riley, Michael D.
2038 A Rivers, David
2053 A Robin, Doris
2764 A Rogers, Linda
2070 A Rohrssen, Alice
2071 A Rohrssen, Charles
2072 A Rohrssen, Craig
2073 A Rohrssen, Megan
2086 A Ross-Mansfield, Linda
2738 A Ruh, Debby
2739 A Ruh, Ken
2113 A Saalman, Linda C.
2127 A Sanmiguel, Juan J.
2139 A Sawyer, Robert J.
2151 A Scheppner, Carolyn
2152 A Scherer, Steve
2164 A Schroeder, Larry
2165 A Schroeder, Sue (Who)
2766 A Schwartz, Meredith
2727 A Silva, David
2728 A Silva, Marcia
2721 A Simmons, Mary Ellen
2720 A Simmons, Steve
2722 A Simmons, Ted
2258 A Simon, Kenneth Carl
2763 A Simons, Rhea
2754 A Sims, Linda
2273 A Smith, Dennis
2285 A Smith, TR.
2275 A Smith, Kristine C.
2291 A Smullen, Russell
2761 A Snyder, Bobby
2758 A Snyder, Marcia
2760 A Snyder, Mary Jo
2759 A Snyder, Robert
2295 A Soden, Barbara
2296 A Soden, Richard E.
2309 A Spencer, Henry
2337 A Stein, Michael P.
2363 A Stoller, Ira
2377 A Stuber, Christopher
2391 A Surrette, Gayle
2393 A Swanson, Anders
2743 A Taylor, Dave
2745 A Taylor, Devin
2744 A Taylor, Megan
2755 A Thompson, Cheryl
2454 A Toomijuri
2475 A Trimble, Karen
2495 A Uttke, Susan
2732 A Van Hekken, Clark
2731 A Van Hekken, Diane
2539 A Walker, Gail A.
2588 A Wendell, Sylvia
2765 A Werner, Elliott
2594 A West, Joel
2604 A White, Tara L.
2618 A Widmer, John
2626 A Wille, Robin
2770 A Wilson, Steven
2652 A Witt, Darren
2729 A Woldow, Kitty
2748 A Yap, Julian
2691 A Youngstrom, Jean I.
2692 A Youngstrom, Virginia A.
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Progress Report Schedule and Ad Rates
The Millennium Philcon will be mailing two kinds of publications: brief newsletters 
{Millennium Philcon Flash), and Progress Reports {Poor Richard's Almanack). The newsletters 
will be published as needed for information we want to present quickly to the members. The 
Progress Report will be the traditional preconvention publication. We will be publishing about 
two Progress Reports each year.

Progress Report 3 will be published in mid-November. We will be selling ads in the Progress 
Reports. The deadline for PR3 will be July 14, 2000. The ad rates for PR3 are:

Class

Size Fan Semi-Pro Pro

'4 page 30 60 90

'4 page 50 100 150

Full page 100 175 250

Inside Cover 200 275 350



Toronto in 2003
Pre-supporting memberships: 

(cheques payable to: “Toronto in ‘03”) 
$20.03 (Canadian) 
$15.00 (American) 

£9.00 (British)

IN

•^7^77 Toronto in ’03 
P.O. Box 3, 

Station A, 
Toronto, Ontario, 

Canada M5W 1A2

Email: INFO@TORCON3.ON.CA
Website: HTTP://WWW.TORCON3.ON.CA

More 2003 Reasons to visit Toronto & Southern Ontario'. ROYAL YORK LIST
The Royal York, site of the 1973 Worldcon, with all the shops, restaurants, and services, a 
return visit is long over due...#23 24 Hour Faxes, #47 Printers Delivered to your hotel room, #78 in room Coffee 
Makers, #134 Terry Cloth Bath Robes for use in your room, #155 Iron & ironing board, #175 York's Kitchen, #195 4,000 - 
6,000 meals served per day at the hotel, #198 Mystery Dinner Theatre,# 199 Participates in Fatal Light awareness Program 
(protects birds), #207 The Arcade, #254 American Express Travel, #275 Piper’s Bar & Eatery, #288 Suttles & Seawinds of 
Nova Scotia, #298 Air Canada Ticket Office, #311 The Canadian Pacific Store, #353 Delta Airlines, #363 The Library 
Bar, #397 EM Royal Secrets of the World Inc., #405 The Lobby Bar, #443 Saitoh Canada, #452 Imperial Florist, #464 
Lisa Chan Fine Jewelry & Watches, #474 Olde Town Toronto Tours, #509 York Station Restaurant, #562 Lufthansa 
Germain Airlines, #584 Maple Leaf GST Refund Service, #595 Opulence Boutique, #598 Modem/Fax Jacks on Room 
Desks., #661 Pacific Westem/Airport Express Bus, #669 The Royal York Hotel, site of TORCON II, #716 Penny Loafers 
Shoe Shine Co.,#727 Rent Express, #793 Thrifty Car Rental, #846 Modem Leather, #848 The Ticket House, #892 Toronto 
Tours, #939 Marie Louis Paris, #991 United Airlines Ticket Office, #1013 US Airways Ticket Office, #1123 The Lobby 
Level, #1125 Lavender & Laces, #1145 Balzac Fine Arts, #1187 Kid's Cosy Cottons, #1218 Great Canadian News Co., 
#1222 The Concierge Desk, #1277 Garbs & Things, #1280 Fraser Steen Clothier of Men, #1354 Julius Veszo Pipesmith, 
#1409 Picadilly Place, #1486 Work Centre @ RYH, #1624 The Mens Salon, #1627 Shops of the Royal York, #1641 The 
Xerox Business Centre, #1685 The Acadian Room Restaurant, #1686 Elizabeth Milan Hotel Day Spa, #1773 24 hour room 
service at the Royal York, #1784 Benihana of Tokyo, #1850 Yorks' Deli & Bakery, #1949 Muffin on the Run,

mailto:INFO@TORCON3.ON.CA
HTTP://WWW.TORCON3.ON.CA


The Galactic Patrol:
protectors of fandom, fun, and flaming laser death.

(To come to Boston in 2004)
& Proven, convenient, connected facilities (and fun), 

(Sheraton Boston Hotel & Towers, Copley Marriott, & the Hynes Convention Center) 

An exciting, beautiful (and fun), spectacular city, 
(Tall ships...art museums...baseball...historic tours...restaurants...theater...)

❖ A dedicated (and fun) committee,
(Meet us at our parties...coming to a convention near you!)

Affordable prices. Easy international destination (and fun), 
Did we mention fun?

To contact us:
P.O. Box 1010 email: info@mcfi.org

Framingham, MA 01701 http://www.mcfi.org

With your support, we can protect the galaxy from zwilniks.

mailto:info@mcfi.org
http://www.mcfi.org
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